JESUS COLLEGE OXFORD

JC:P102 PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM OF FREDERICK HUGHES (MATR. 1913)

Frederick Llewellyn Hughes (1894-1967) came up to Jesus College in 1913 on a Welsh Classical Exhibition, having been educated at Christ's Hospital. His father was Rector of Llandudno. He served in the army from 1914-19, being awarded the MC in 1917. After the war he returned to Jesus College, and was awarded a war degree in Modern History in 1921. He then took holy orders. After holding posts in various parishes, he became Chaplain General to the Armed Forces in 1944-51, and Chaplain to the King in 1945-51. From 1951 until his death he was Dean of Ripon Cathedral.

This photograph album was given to the College by Hughes's granddaughter-in-law in June 2016 as Accession No. 293.

Catalogued in March 2017.

JC:P102/P1 – PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM

JC:P102/P1/1 1914-1921

Photograph album of Frederick Hughes, measuring 210 by 310 mm. Most of the photographs are action shots of rugby matches in which Hughes was involved. It contains the following photographs (captions given by Hughes himself are written in inverted commas):

Fol. 1r: "Semi-Final – Cup Ties 1914. Jesus v University. Varsity Ground."
Fol. 3r: "Semi-Final Cup ties 1914. Jesus v. University."
Fol. 5r: "Cup-ties Jesus v. St. John's 1914".
Fol. 6r: "1920 Cup-tie Final. Jesus (18) v University (3)."
Fol. 7r: "Semi-Final Cup-tie 1920. Jesus (12) v Queen's (0)."
Fol. 8r: "Cup-tie Final 1920. Jesus v. Univ!" This is a photo showing the spectators at this match.
Fol. 9r: "Semi-Final Cup-ties 1920. Jesus (12) v Queens (0)".
Fol. 10r: "Cup-ties 1920: Jesus v Keble".
Fol. 11r: "Cup-tie Final 1920. Jesus v. Univ."
Fol. 13v: "Rag 1921". This photo shows three groups of men being carried on a plank.
Fol. 14v: "Rag 1921". This photo shows students engaged in a bicycle race, some of them wearing fancy dress.
Fol. 15r: "Eights Week 1920." This shows the Isis full of punts and people.
Fol. 15v "Rag 1921". This shows students engaged in various humorous sports.

JC:P102/P2/1-2 were found loose in this album.
These were found in JC:P102/P1/1 above.

**JC:P102/P2/I**  
n.d. (c. 1939-45)  
Photograph of a group of army officers. Hughes can be seen, wearing his dog collar, in the back row.  
Size: 150 by 250 mm.

**JC:P102/P2/2**  
n.d. (1950s?)  
Photograph of a group of men, presumably at some reunion dinner. Hughes can be seen, again wearing his dog collar, at the back of the photo.  
Size: 175 by 280 mm.